This release addresses the following error report.

**Error Report 1903**

It has been reported from UCSF that the CICS field help text for data element 0292 does not contain the new ‘DH’ (Definity Health) value in the list of valid Medical Health Plans in the Code Interpretation section. Note that the equivalent Data Dictionary Entry for data element 0292 should also be updated with the ‘DH’ medical plan.

At UCOP, it has been found that the following data elements containing CICS Field Help Texts and equivalent data dictionary entry should also be corrected:

**CICS Field Help Text for Data Element 0292**

Medical Plan Code of ‘NH’ (Blue Premier HMO New Mexico) is obsolete, and therefore should be removed from the Code Interpretation section and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section. Medical Plan Code of ‘SE’ (United Health Select EPO) should be included in the valid list of medical plans in the Code Interpretation section.

**CICS Field Help Text for Data Element 0680**

‘DH’ and ‘SE’ medical health plans should be included in the list of valid medical plans in the Code Interpretation section. Medical Plan Code of ‘NH’ is obsolete, and therefore should be removed from the Code Interpretation section and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section.
CICS Field Help Text for Data Element 353

‘J1’ legal plan (Signature Legal) is obsolete, and therefore should be removed from the Code Interpretation section and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section.

CICS Field Help Text for Data Element 689

‘J1’ legal plan is obsolete, and therefore should be removed from the Code Interpretation section and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section.

Table Updates

CICS Field Help Texts for EDB 0292, 0680, 0353, and 0689 have been modified.

Test Plan

After the CICS Data Dictionary definitions have been imported into the PPS CICS region, log on to the CICS region and enter function EINS for a selected employee. Place the cursor on the medical plan field and press PF1 (Help). Verify that medical plans ‘DH’ and ‘SE’ are listed in the Code Interpretation section. In addition, verify that the medical plan ‘NH’ has been removed from the Code Interpretation section, and added to the Previously Valid Codes section. Place the cursor on the legal plan field and press PF1 (Help). Verify that legal plan ‘J1’ has been removed from the Code Interpretation section, and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section.

Enter function EFBC after the “Next Func” label. Place the cursor on the medical plan field and press PF1 (Help). Verify that medical plans ‘DH’ and ‘SE’ are listed in the Code Interpretation section. In addition, verify that the medical plan ‘NH’ has been removed from the Code Interpretation section, and added to the Previously Valid Codes section. Place the cursor on the legal plan field and press PF1 (Help). Verify that legal plan ‘J1’ has been removed from the Code Interpretation section, and moved to the Previously Valid Codes section.

Installation Instructions

1. CICS Help

   Import modified CICS Data Dictionary Definitions from PAYDIST.R1550.HELPDDSE (Refer to sample JCL in PAYDIST.R1550.JCL(LOADDDSE)).

2. Testing

   Perform installation verification testing as described in the Test Plan above.

   Perform any desired additional campus testing.

Timing of Installation

The installation of this release is not urgent.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.

Jackson Quan

cc: Jerry Wilcox